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Context  

When European settlers first spread out across the Australian outback, they met fierce 

resistance from the natives with whom they fought over rights to land, food and water 

sources. Once the settlers had won those battles, they then kidnapped Aboriginal women and 

children to provide what labour and recreation they required. Later, the policy was carried 

out in a more formal manner when the government and missionaries took mixed-raced 

children to train in ‘European values and work habits’, before they were employed by the 

settlers in exchange for rations. After a conference of Australian states to discuss the native 

problem in 1937, a policy of assimilating the mixed-raced Aboriginal population was agreed 

upon. This resulted in children being taken, both forcibly and by coercion, from their 

families due to ‘neglect’, ‘destitution’ or because they were ‘uncontrollable’, or so the state 

authorities said, to be trained in segregated training institutions, before being sent to work on 

farms, as domestics, or for younger children, to be fostered by European families where their 

identity was denied or disparaged. These removals continued to take place in some form into 

the 1980s.  

 

 

Back in about 1990 the BBC News ran a short report about the Stolen Aboriginal Children of 

Australia. It’s the type of story that fascinates me, and I made a note of it in my stories to 

investigate file. I started to write a screenplay in about 1996, but decided that I really needed 

to go to Australia to do more research, and it would be better written as a novel. I finally 

went to Australia in 2002 and spent several months researching at the Koori Centre at 

Sydney University, before writing the first early draft of the novel. 

 

About the Author 

George Hamilton studied at the University of East London, majoring in development 

economics. He likes to know what’s going on around the world, to delve into the customs 

and practices of different cultures, and this led him to Australia during 2002, where he spent 

several months researching Koori (Aboriginal) culture at the Koori Centre, University of 

Sydney, amongst other places. Some of that work is reflected in his novel Secrets From The 

Dust, which has been compared to The Poisonwood Bible, and will spark many interesting 

discussions for reading groups and students of English literature. He currently lives in 

London, England. 

 

 

Plot Overview  

Snatched from her family during the 1960s, Margaret, a headstrong Aboriginal girl, is 

fostered by the McDonalds, in the Australian outback, under the government sponsored 

assimilation policies. She stubbornly fights to maintain her culture until she can escape or her 

real parents find her. But soon she discovers that she is growing to like many of the customs 

and material possessions of her captors, throwing her into an identity crisis, which rips 

another fault line through her world. 

 

By the time she grows into a beautiful young woman, she has already suffered the 

disappointments of unrequited love and a forbidden desire. Encouraged to hide behind the 
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identity of a Southern European, the highly charged political environment of the time, and 

her love for a political activist, forces her to confront her true identity. 

 

Reviews: 

 

4/5* 

'Secrets From The Dust is a well written book which pulls at the heartstrings...  

Thoroughly enjoyable read, would recommend it to my friends.' 

(Rosemary's full review at Amazon.co.uk) 

 

 

4/5* 

'Harrowing, beautiful and thought provoking, Secrets From the Dust is an impressive novel 

from George Hamilton. With its shocking conclusion it deserves an audience…' 

(Shelleyrae's full review at Bookdout) 

 

 

5/5* 

‘...it was a superbly written, thought provoking book that I just didn't want to put down.’ 

(Joo's full review at KUForum) 

 

 

4/5* 

'Secrets from the Dust more than lived up to my expectations... the story has encouraged me 

to search for other stories of Australia...' 

(Gretchen's full review at Goodreads) 

 

 

5/5* 

'This book was very hard to put down once I got started reading... This book is very well 

written and the characters are so easy to become connected with. I feel like this book will be 

enjoyed by many.' 

(Lynn's full review at Readers Favorite and Goodreads) 

 

 

4/5* 

A fabulous read. Wonderfully written and well researched. I found the character of Maraget 

an absorbing one. 

(Larelle's full review at Goodreads) 

 

 

4/5* 

The characters in this story all form a connection with the reader. You don’t just read this 

book, you live it, and that is due to the amazing writing of George Hamilton. ...this is an eye 

opener book that should be read by lots of people as a way to put some sense into them. 

(Guta's full review at murphyslibrary) 

http://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/B0046A9V7I
http://bookdout.wordpress.com/2011/03/11/review-secrets-from-the-dust-by-george-hamilton/
http://www.kuforum.co.uk/kindleusersforum/thread-3789-post-27153.html#pid27153
http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/155392831
http://readersfavorite.com/cat-71.htm?review=3958
http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/10155450-secrets-from-the-dust
http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/159038274
http://www.murphyslibrary.com/?p=4012
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5/5* 

Wonderful. Thank you.  

(Ctb’s full review at Goodreads) 

 

 

5/5* 

This one hits on the heart of the dreaming and the repercussions of stealing the indigenous 

from their "country"… 

(Karyn’s full review at Goodreads) 

 

 

4/5* 

I loved how the author painted the vastly different experiences of Aboriginal history between 

rural and urban Australian life in the 50s, 60s and 70s… The book would make great 

discussion for a bookclub. 

(Megan’s full review at Goodreads) 

 

 

4/5* 

Ok, I have to be honest. I have never read something like this before as far as I am concern 

and guess what, I like this book. Really…! This book makes me realise that how much you 

try to be someone else, you are still who you are. 

(Lolliepop's full review at Goodreads) 

 

 

Main Characters  

 

Margaret is the Aboriginal girl at the heart of the story. When she is first snatched from her 

family, her stubbornness and determination to resist the changes being foisted upon her 

makes her a challenging child for the carers and teachers with whom she comes into contact. 

But after being separated from her birth parents for a while, learning to like some of the 

things these back-to-front people did and had, and witnessing the elevation of Laura Wilson 

during her baptism, Margaret begins to seek approval, so that she too can be elevated. This 

propels her into a spiralling identity crisis, which saps her energies and tests her 

relationships. 

 

Anne McDonald, Margaret’s foster mother, emigrated from England to Australia as one of 

thousands of subsidised ten pound poms, not long after the second world war, in search of a 

better life. But she finds herself married to an unemotional man, struggling to eke out a 

living on the parched and dusty land of a small outback farm. Anne had dreams of a better 

life, and she struggles to come to terms with the harsh conditions. But she is a proud woman 

who refuses to accept help easily, and she works herself to exhaustion, whilst at the same 

time hiding her family’s poverty, when she is not otherwise coveting the life of the wealthy 

http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/168382707
http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/168301025
http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/176198822
http://www.goodreads.com/review/show/169886765
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Helen Cartwright—which is one of the reasons she fostered Margaret. She is determined to 

act as moral guide to both her daughter Elizabeth and Margaret by teaching them how to 

become proper ladies, but she struggles with Margaret due to much of the community not 

accepting her and Margaret’s desire in her early years to hunt rabbits, climb trees and run 

after spirits and things. 

 

Sean McDonald is a quiet, unemotional, hardworking man, who has been making his 

own way in the world since he was in his teens. Determined that drought or fire will not 

force him from independence on his land, he struggles on through both, apparently 

oblivious to his wife’s dislike of the outback. But like many of the characters in the 

novel, Sean has his secrets, which helps him to survive in this place. Both he and 

Margaret are wary of each other, but he proves to be one of her wisest guides. 

 

Elizabeth McDonald, the daughter of Anne and Sean, is not much older than Margaret. She 

is a kind and thoughtful young woman who feels stunted by the small town of Malee, but her 

identity is stifled even more by her mother’s pretentious airs. Nevertheless, she is an 

obedient child who wants to please her mother, and to that end, like her mother, she ignores 

the nature and environment around her until Margaret’s arrival. But Elizabeth has a 

rebellious spirit waiting to break out, and this latter trait comes to the fore when she moves to 

Sydney to study. In the early years, her relationship with Margaret is a close one in the home, 

where they work and study together, but when at school, her desire to keep her friends 

divides them. 

 

Federico Rossi is tall and handsome with hot butter skin. He is a caring boy, but shy and 

lacking confidence. Whilst not academically gifted, he is talented with his hands. Margaret 

secretly helps him in the classroom and they become more than just close friends, which 

because of their racial differences they have to conduct in secret. 

 

Laura Wilson with her long corn-ripened hair, warm personality and nimble mind, is the 

most popular girl in school. After Margaret sees her elevated through her baptism, she 

dreams into being a plan for them to become friends. But this is a one-sided friendship, 

because the Wilson family have taught their daughter to dislike Aboriginals.  

 

Joshua is fostered by Helen Cartwright, the leading lady in the community. His silence 

distances him from the European community, but it is at night that Joshua comes alive, when 

he escapes into the forest or the nearby encampment of an Aboriginal mob to hunt, dance and 

rekindle his culture. He acts as a bridge for Margaret into the Aboriginal community, and 

remains an influence in her life throughout the novel. 

 

Sister Ruth runs the small school in the town of Malee. She is an excellent teacher, but stern 

and the main barrier to Margaret achieving her potential, as she is firmly against the heathen 

Aboriginal children attending school.  She has a gentle face which hides her ruthless 

determination to sow the seeds of God’s work, and she eventually cautions Anne about the 

right upbringing for Margaret—which has some horrendous consequences—by saying: ‘The 

bible warns us of women like Jezebel, Mrs McDonald, and the Aboriginals rampant 
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promiscuity is well documented, I have witnessed it. Only by putting her to long hours of 

exhausting work can you hope to curb that sexual proclivity.’  

 

Other Characters: There are a number of lesser characters, each with distinctive traits and 

stories that add to the plot, which make them memorable as a result.   

 

 

Themes and Symbols  

The destabilising influence of identity loss 

From the time Margaret is captured and taken to the children’s home, a process of wiping 

away her Aboriginal identity begins, in order that she can be assimilated and have a ‘better 

life’. Initially she resists with an attempt at escape, then overt stubbornness, but as the years 

slip by and the punishments become more severe, her defiance takes on a covert air. 

Eventually she finds herself negotiating between two cultures with cunning, but the stresses 

finally lead to an explosive conclusion.  

 

The need to belong 

The struggle to belong becomes a major part of Margaret’s story once she is fostered. Whilst 

the McDonalds treat her well, this is not the same in the wider community, and Margaret has 

to use her guile to be accepted into the church, to make friendships with the children, and get 

the most out of her education in a school where one of the Sisters makes it clear she isn’t 

wanted. She is assisted in this fight by her foster mother, Anne McDonald, but Anne also has 

problems of her own in coming to terms with her life as a poor farmers wife in a parched 

outback town, which leads her to adopting the identity of the town’s leading lady in letters 

home to her friend in England. Margaret finds a connection in Joshua, an Aboriginal boy 

who has also been fostered, especially on their secret nightly excursions into the woods 

where he teaches her how to reconnect with their culture. But as Margaret begins to like 

some of the customs and material possessions of her new family, she finds herself straddling 

two communities which are drifting further apart.   

 

Food as a means of control 

Food is used as a recurring symbol of control throughout the novel. When Margaret is in the 

children’s home, the threat of withdrawal of food from the girls is used to control their 

behaviour. In turn the girls steal food, fight over food, and dream and talk about food to sate 

their hunger. In flashbacks and oral stories, we also learn of the ways in which the laws of 

the European settlers were used to curtail the Aboriginals historic hunting practices, forcing 

them to rely on the new economic order, where they had to work for the settlers to satisfy 

their food requirements, or rely on handouts distributed by settlement managers—which 

again could be restricted if they failed to follow orders. 

 

 

Important quotations explained  

p61 “I like hunting, chasing rabbits and fishing.” 

Anne pursed her lips as if to swallow Margaret’s words, “Those are men’s things, Margaret. 

You are going to learn to be a lady now.” 
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p85 … But then if you were a woman, according to Mrs McDonald, you weren’t supposed to 

hunt or fish either, you were meant to learn etiquette, which was like stitching your energies 

up into a womb and leaving them there to fester. How was a woman meant to fly like an 

eagle if she couldn’t do those things? 

 

The above quotations point to the fact that Aboriginal women, who in the past had been 

able to do the same work as their men, were restricted from doing the same work when 

they came into contact with Europeans. “Kaytej women worked beside their menfolk in 

the mines and on the stations—chopping wood, breaking horses, mustering and 

droving—pursued separately from men, but none considered sex specific… It was the 

presence of white women on cattle stations and the missionaries in the towns which 

curtailed many of these activities… Opportunities to engage in productive labour were 

limited for women on settlements and missions. Men distributed the rations… Women 

found work as domestics who served… No longer were women the individual producers 

they had been in the past.” Daughters of the Dreaming by Diane Bell p96  

 

 

p57 She pointed to the words, and the class read them aloud for Margaret’s benefit: “Wide is 

the road that leads us into destruction, which leads into hell.” 

 

“There was a big poster at the end of the dining room and it used to be pointed out to 

us all the time when religious instruction was going on in the afternoon. They had these 

Aborigine people sitting at the end of this big wide road and they were playing cards, 

gambling and drinking. And it had this slogan which they used to read to us and point 

to us while they’re saving us from ourselves and giving our souls to the Lord. It had, 

‘Wide is the road that leads us into destruction’, which lead up into hell. The other side 

they had these white people, all nicely dressed, leading on this narrow road, and 

‘Narrow is the road that leads us into the kingdom of life or the Kingdom of God”. 

(p136 Report Confidential evidence 613) 

 

 

p65 “I was hoping we could go into Langley soon,” she said, as if to no one in particular. 

“We need to get some things for the girls and stock up on provisions.” Anne also needed to 

see a town with more than five buildings at its heart in order to remind her that she lived in 

the real world. 

 

Anne McDonald has also been uprooted from the culture and environment she is 

familiar with, even though she made the choice, and she is going through a similar crisis 

of loss as Margaret. Apart from trips to church on Sundays, her only other respite is 

the family’s several trips each year into the larger town of Langley to shop. 

 

 

 

p72 There was an unusual looking couple that Mrs McDonald discretely pointed out and said 

Chinese, but she hadn’t seen any Southern Europeans who looked like her, and didn’t want 

to ask Mrs McDonald to point them out. The Southern Europeans she had imagined had two 
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or three children, all the same pale rusted colour of a gum tree like herself, and they drove a 

car like Mrs Cartwright who looked after Joshua, although it wouldn’t have mattered if they 

drove a ute. 

 

Margaret is searching for an identity, as she needs to be part of a group, like the roots 

of a plant seeking out more nourishing soil. Mrs McDonald tells her that she is a 

Southern European, as she believes this will ease the path for Margaret within the 

community, and Margaret spends some time seeking these Southern Europeans out. 

 

 

p88 The transformation was complete, and a potent breath leapt from Margaret’s chest so 

that she was overcome with exhaustion, as if it were she who had been reborn. 

 

This occurs in an important turning point scene, when Margaret witnesses Laura 

Wilson being baptised, and experiences it as Laura shedding her skin and being 

transformed. It makes her believe that she can also shed her skin and acquire one that 

will make her more acceptable to the community.  

 

 

p158 “An unrelated woman left around a man is a recipe for trouble. If you have no need for 

a servant, Mrs McDonald, then find the girl a mistress that will put her to work.” 

“Are you or I making supper for Father Beir tonight?” Sister Agnes asked out of nowhere. 

“I believe it’s you, Sister,” Sister Ruth said with mild frustration at the interruption, but she 

appeared oblivious to the intent behind the question, as did Anne. 

 

Sister Agnes is attempting to point out the irony behind Sister Ruth’s statement, 

because they both live in a house with Father Beir.  

 

 

p231 How could she have missed that she was surrounded by so much? The rugged cliff 

faces that had existed for millennia, plants that would eventually find a way to bloom, some 

of which may have even been foreign to the land, they all found some way to survive and on 

occasion thrive here, whilst she had spent her life dreaming of transitory things. I can find 

some way to live with this, I must find a way, she told herself, and when her sudden 

turbulence calmed again, she dabbed at her eyes and went back to join the others. 

 

Anne MCDonald realises that she must accept the foundations into which she has 

transplanted herself if she is to thrive… 

 

 

p234 He moved Mr Wilson aside and helped Margaret to her feet. Underneath her was the 

six-foot, thick-necked mulga snake whose skull she had crushed with her foot, her totem 

snake. Father Beir held up the kill by its tail for all to see. 
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At the same time as Anne McDonald recognises that she must find a way to thrive in 

her environment, Margaret throws off her Aboriginal past by killing her totem snake 

when she saves a small child from its bite. 

 

 

p243 It’s as if you people think everywhere should be the same as the place you come from, 

and everyone should be the same as the people you sprung from. But if everything is the 

same, then when one catch a sickness, won’t we all soon catch it and die? 

 

This is the scene where Nipper confronts Sean McDonald about the damage done to the 

land by using farming techniques brought from Europe in a foreign land, without 

taking account of the differences. But it also applies to the attempt to transplant 

European culture into Aboriginal children, without taking into account the 

communities they have come from, and that differences can be healthy. 
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Questions for discussion: 

 

1. To what extent are the novel’s themes tied to the time and its location? Would the 

story have unfolded differently in a major multi-cultural city in 2010?  

2. What role does food play in the novel? 

3. Who was your favourite character, and why? 

4. What do you think was the main turning point for Margaret? 

5. Is Anne McDonald supportive of Margaret’s cultural needs? In what subtle ways 

does she or does she not show support? 

6. In what way is the role of women seen as different in the Aboriginal religion and the 

Catholic religion practiced by the farmers of Malee? 

7. What similar themes affect the characters of Margaret and Anne McDonald? 

8. What aspects of each others culture do you think the local Aboriginal community and 

the farming community of Malee could have learned from? 

9. How has Margaret’s character changed by the time she arrives in Sydney? 

10. How did you feel about the way the novel ended? What do you think the author is 

saying about Margaret’s upheaval?   
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